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NEWSLETTER – June -July 2008 
 

Well the winter school hols are over so back to work and no more layout running till December. Did 
you enjoy the past running sessions? It was a reasonable layout with many new trains doing their 
thing, it is always good to see other peoples locos and rolling stock. As a result of HobbiTech and 
Bukhardts Banhoff sessions we have some new members, with their trains, ideas, enthusiasm and 
friendship.  The branch line team are certainly moving forward and have plans to form another oval of 
track.  More modules are being built and refurbished so this coming December should be another 
exiting session with all these new developments. 
 
Several of our members have put pen to paper so is some new content in this issue.  I also spent 
more time with my camera, so happy reading!  
 
In the last issue the question was raised whether you prefer the Saturday or Sunday for meets and 
visits.  Also the debate over our name, EMRIG.  Guess what, I had no replies or comments so no 
change!   This is a bumper edition, so happy reading 
 
However I declare that our club is alive and well with much happening. 
New Members 
 

Once again it is a pleasure to welcome new members, Ron Poole and potential members 
Richard Davies and Geoff Kingsburgh.  Ron learnt of us through HobbiTech and made contact with us 
through our wives! Both women have known each other for years through the equestrian world and 
when they got nattering as women do the penny dropped and round came Ron to see me. It did not 
take much convincing that EMRIG was fun and had great potential and as a result he came to every 
weekends running sessions. So he is well and truly hooked and has shown an interest in building a 
module or few. He has a nice selection of Southern Region locos and trains too. 

 
Geoff and Richard are members of Johns  (the DCC man)  Friday evening operating sessions. 

Geoff was a member of EMRIG many years ago and has shown an interest in coming back, so we 
look forward to seeing you again Geoff. 

 
Richard is also one of John’s gang and he has some British stock including a Duchess, DCC 

controlled so we had the pleasure of seeing some of his trains during July. 
 
So the membership grows.  But there are a couple on our mailing lists who seem to have 

disappeared. As we have not seen them for months. Are you still there?  I will give you a call 
sometime. 

 
June Layout running sessions. 
 
The layout was a symmetrical oblong, (rounded at the corners) utilising our best modules. We need 
more straights and large radius corners so that it can be enlarged, to the size that we had last 
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December.  However the branch line is spreading like tentacles off both ends of my station, this 
provides many new operational possibilities. 
The usual gang attended most weekends and as mentioned above some new trains were seen.  
Once again the track drop-ins gave us some problems, it is important to get the tracks not only in line 
but at the same height!  Some of the drop ins were not straight either but humped.  To make matters 
worse we have a mixture of module standards, the old standard had the distance between track 
centres of 57 mm and the distance from the front of the module to the centre of the outer track being 
125 mm.  But we manage.  
 

 

 
And who said our track was flat and level? 

 

 

 
Newcomers to our tracks. Can anyone identify the locos and who they belong to? 

 

 
Branch Line News. 
 
There was 2 branch lines, one by Doug with his new station still being developed, complete with 
narrow gauge interchange and Richards on the west side, again still much to do here but the trains 
were running, It was possible to run them from either branch to the other, and go out on the main line 
analogue controlled. They can run DCC one branch to the other but getting onto the inner DCC 
mainline is still not easy. Some switchery is required. 
 
So what can we expect in December from the branch line team? 
 



 
Narrow gauge interchange on the traditionally 00 layout?, What a nice change, we are moving 
forward, thanks Doug and team. 
 
 
 
 
ANY OLD IRON FOR 4MM SCALE 
 
I believe in making as much as possible myself and also in using 
recycled materials.   Good for the environment and good for the pocket. 
 
I needed corrugated iron for my layout and this is how I did it. 

 
The tools are home made, the former jig 
is a length of aluminium carpet edging which is ridged at 
approximately the correct spacing for corrugated iron (just under 
1mm).    Saw grooves across the width at 32mm centres (to represent 
8 feet for the sheet length) 
 
 
 
 

The material was the heavy duty foil from the top of a 1 litre joghurt pot.   Carefully flatten the foil and 
cut into strips 12 mm wide ( 3 scale feet), this is the width of the sheet.   The foil can be cut with a 
standard craft knife.   Tape a strip onto the former jig (the curve of the carpet edging helps hold it 
down) and rub down with the end of a small wooden artists paintbrush 
or a finger nail (my preferred method) to press in the corrugations.   The 
transverse slots will define the length of the sheets and the sheets can 
be cut to length before removing from the jig. 
 
In use on a model, first form the roof with card or plastic sheet to the 
finished size of the roof covering including overhang as the foil is not 
strong enough to stand up by itself.   Glue the sheets onto the roof 
starting at the eaves and continuing to the ridge.   The ridge covering 
can be formed by cutting a piece of the corrugated sheet 3 corrugations wide, folding and gluing on to 
the ridge.   Paint with artists acrylics to a tasteful shade of rust.  



 
Small pieces of curved sheet can be made by using 
a large bolt as a former, aligning the strip with the 
thread and rubbing into the thread grooves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Warehouse roof made by this method 
Photo Competition 
 
Not much to report on this one, any one got a camera?  What is the situation Bob? I now enter all the 
photos in this newsletter, all my own photography, not the handiwork. 
 

 
 

It is amazing what a little scenery can do 

 
 
 



Tamiya Weathering Sets,  a contribution from our lady member, Veronica Silverwood 
 
Tamiya Weathering Sets look exactly like eye shadow compacts although the colours aren't very flattering. The 
names will give you a clue, Mud, Soot and Rust to name a few. 
 
Tamiya weathering powders come in sets of three colours, Sand, Light Sand and Mud in box A, Snow, Soot and 
Rust in box B and finally Orange Rust, Gunmetal and Silver in box C. They do look just like eye shadow and 
even come with a sponge applicator but unlike eye shadow (you'll have to trust me on this one) the colours have 
a slightly oily texture so they stick to plastic.  

 
You can now have lots of fun weathering rolling stock and buildings without having to use an airbrush. Colour 
can be built up gradually and in most cases be washed off if you don't like the results. The light sandy colours 
highlight bogies and wheels beautifully and the darker ones are ideal for coal wagons, diesel radiator grilles and 
exhaust outlets. The white 'snow' can be used to add streaks to roofs and limescale to steam locos. 
 
If you prefer they can be used like a paint and thinned down with either water or acrylic thinners. 
 
Tamiya Weathering Master Sets cost approximately R50 per set and are highly recommended. 
 
This link will give you some information:  http://www.tamiyausa.com/articles/feature.php?article-id=133
 
(Who but a lady modeller could think of using eye shadow for weathering model trains.   Ed.) 
 
MY FAVOURITE LOCO by Mike Ingles 
 
Is it not strange that most of us, if not all, have a favourite loco at one time or another?  I suppose it is like when 
we were much younger – in some cases very much younger – we might have had a favourite girlfriend.  I 
suppose also that it all comes down to ‘performance’. 
 
I remember the first new loco I bought – remember from my previous article I had inherited a box of ‘freebies’, 
which included a few 0-6-0 British locos – you know the ones with the floating middle set of wheels, which did 
nothing except make the loco look good – in those days anyway.  They were driven by ‘open-can’, 3- pole 
motors, which jerked around the track unless you ran them at full throttle like a ‘bat out of hell’.  Hell, haven’t 
things changed since then! 
 
Anyway, it was back in the late 70’s when I had a layout measuring ± 2, 5 × 1, 5 meters (remember Zero One).  
I was on a trip to London and bought myself my first brand new locomotive, a Hornby ‘Duchess Class’ 4-6-2, 
tender driven by a Ringfield motor.  What I liked about this loco and others are the smoke deflectors.  Perhaps it 
is because during my youth the S.A.R. & H. 15F’s and Class 25’s impressed me so.  It probably cost me ± 70 
quid, which was a lot of money in those days but what the heck (one quid to those who might not know is = one 
pound sterling = ₤1).   
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When I got this beauty home I fitted the then ‘state of the art’ Zero One decoder and soon this loco was cruising 
around the layout – this was now my favourite loco and remained so for many years.  The layout was eventually 
broken down – for what reason I do not recall – boxed and packed into the garage rafters to await another ‘rainy 
day’. 
 
Many years later found me travelling to London once again so I built a new layout, slightly bigger this time.  
During my travels I bought a second-hand Hornby A4 Pacific 4-6-2 – tender driven (no smoke deflectors).  Now 
this loco might have become my favourite but it didn’t have smoke deflectors and the front end looked more 
like a 1950’s formula 1 racing car and I was not into racing cars.  Anyway, at the time it seemed a bargain.  
What it cost I don’t recall.  But still the Duchess and the Pacific were cruising around my layout like a dream, or 
at least I thought so at the time.  Remember, at that time I had not been aware of any clubs such as EMRIG and 
was doing it all on my own.  My only exposure to railroad modelling was my ‘sorties’ abroad. 
 
At this stage of my life ‘the sun had passed its zenith’ and we decided to abandon the big suburban house in 
suburban Benoni and downsize to a “secure’ complex in Boksburg (we soon discovered that the “secure” is a 
misnomer but that is another story).  The trouble now was where do I put my train layout?  The layout board 
was standing on end against the wall in the garage and I had nowhere else to put it until a friend of mine 
suggested I build a room above the double garage.  BUILD A ROOM ABOVE THE GARAGE!  You must be 
kidding.  That costs money!  The seed had been sown and not long thereafter my Minister of Home Affairs, 
Finance, Intelligence & Private Works, you name it suggested that this was a good idea.  Now any sensible man 
does not argue with the Minister.  And so it happened. 
 
Now I had a lot of room to play with and by this time I had joined EMRIG and met other club members so my 
horizons were expanding. 
 
One day, not too long ago, a member from another club who collects Pacifics wanted to swap my loco for 
another one of his (he collects Pacifics and didn’t have the one I had).  And so I became the proud owner of a 
Merchant Class 4-6-2, loco driven (not tender), made in China, which meant that it was much newer than my 
Pacific which was made in England around the time of the miner’s strike of the 60’s.  I surely must be scoring 
on this deal. 
 
Boy did this thing run smoothly!  This is my new favourite.  The trouble now was that because of the closer 
tolerances of the newer generation rolling stock this loco kept derailing while the old Duchess and the Pacific 
before negotiated the tracks without a problem.  Why, because the under-carriage of these older models is so 
loose in the chassis that any glitch in the rails wasn’t a problem.  Now the “Permanent Way” gang (that’s me) 
had to get to work to have the new loco negotiating the rails without any derailments – what a mission – but 
that’s all part of the joy of this hobby. 
 
Now the Duchess is starting to ‘give up the ghost’ so to speak because it will decide to stop/hesitate at different 
positions on the layout for no apparent reason what-so-ever so I must soon decide whether I want to spend 
money on it or relegate it to the ‘grave yard’.  My first favourite is now becoming a headache!  But, I must say it 
gave me a lot of pleasure during the past 25 years or more (and so has my dear wife Yvonne over the past 35 
years).  Hell, talk about favourites! 
 
I am mostly a steam locomotive enthusiast and my layout has been centred on the steam era.  I have in the past 
never considered diesel/electric.  To me it is just too modern, but this is a personal thing until I heard one of 
John’s diesel locos fitted with sound revving up at one of our school meets.  I liked the sound and duly bought 
myself a British Class 20 diesel for Christmas and fitted sound – my thanks to John Burkhardt for doing the 
installation.  Man, does this thing ‘purr’!  OK, so I’m impressed with the diesel but I can’t wait to acquire a 
brand new steam loco to make it my favourite loco and one day, I hate to admit, maybe another diesel, 
something from the late 60’s early 70’s era, probably a DMU.  Bob B. will know all about this.  
 
In closing if there is anyone out there who is a ‘fundi’ on steam locos I need some help.  My ‘new’ Merchant 
Class seems to have a slight ‘quartering’ problem, which needs attention, nothing serious at this stage but it is 
there. 
 
That’s all for now,   
     Mike. 



Electrical Solutions for Model Railways 
       By Colin Tanner-Tremaine. 
 
Introduction. 
 
I am often asked by members how do things work and why do I do it that way.  As an electrical 
engineer these topics are part of my life through my education, experience and training.  I spent 
several years at English Electric employed as a development engineer on control of electric motors 
using power semiconductors, that is transistors, thyristors, mercury arc rectifiers and magnetic 
amplifiers.  Model railway locomotives are powered by little electric motors which compared to decent 
industrial machines are little horrors to control, and that is one of the reasons I enjoy model railways. 
So I am producing a series of short articles for those of you who are not electrically endowed, and 
these I will produce in leaflet form for filing separately. 
 
Some of the topics I intend to cover include; 

• Control of point motors, diodes and diode matrix 
• DC motors, their characteristics and performance 
• Analogue DC controllers and their effect on the loco motor 
• Detection of train location, is the block section occupied? 
• Control of signals and route control 
• Principals of Digital Command Control of locos. 

 
And any other topic that I may be asked to explain. 
 

 
Forthcoming Events. 
 
Mike Ingles, our events organiser is looking for ideas. Suggestions to date include; 
 

• A visit to the railway sheds/yards where the ROVOS rail operates from. Here we hope to see 
the steam engines being prepared, fired up/cleaned/lubricated? 

 
• A day out at the Centurion Model Engineers who run live steam models on 3.5, 5 and 7.25 

inch gauge tracks. A picnic/braai are by the lake and rides on the trains for all.  Should be fun. 
 

• Re scheduled visit to the Rand Model Railway Club, Clive you are a member there so can you 
organise a visit to your other club; the visit for last year was called off for some reason. 

 
• Mike, how about a visit to the hangers to check out the 18 wheelers and smaller jets? 

 
Below is a calendar of forthcoming events 
 

    EMRIG  PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME ‐ 2008  Revised 4 May 2008 

      Meeting  Venue  In Charge 
                 
27  Sun  EMRIG Monthly Meeting  TBA    
AUGUST             

2  Sat 

 Blackmark Swopmeet     

New venue 

TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH 
CRESTA RD SUNWARD PARK 

 9:00 –11:00.  Be sure to be there!! 
  

31  Sun  EMRIG Monthly Meeting  TBA 



SEPTEMBER     

28  Sun  Toy Fair 

Blairgowrie  Recreation Centre, Park Lane Park, off Conrad 
Street, Blairgowrie. Map ref 55DL97.   
Web site www.modelcars.co.za 

28  Sun  EMRIG Monthly Meeting  TBA 
OCTOBER       

4  Sat  Swapmeet 
Pretoria Model Train Club,  
John Vorster Technical High School, Meyer Street 
Rietfontein, Pretoria North, map ref 27BL124 

26  Sun  EMRIG Monthly Meeting  TBA 
NOVEMBER       
29  Sat  Swapmeet  Klerksdorp   
30  Sun  EMRIG Monthly Meeting  TBA   

30  Sun 
Toy Fair 

Blairgowrie  Recreation Centre, Park Lane Park, off Conrad 
Street, Blairgowrie. Map ref 55DL97.   
Web site www.modelcars.co.za 

DECEMBER       
6  Sat  EMRIG Set‐up layout , HURRAY!!!  Northview High School  Bob Woodhead 

6  Sat 
Swapmeet 

Pretoria Model Train Club,  
John Vorster Technical High School, Meyer Street 
Rietfontein, Pretoria North, map ref 27BL124 

7  Sun  EMRIG Running session  Northview High School  Colin Tanner‐Tremaine 
 
Contact persons for the swapmeets are; 
 

• Blackmmark Trains;- Mervyn Mark  hicky@megabits.co.za 
• Pretoria Model Train Club;-Alwyn Carstens carstaj@unisa.ac.za 
• Toyfair;- Don Ravenscroft don@modelcars.co.za 

 
Our own Railway Superintendents;  by Mike Ingles. 
 
I grew up on the railways (SAR & H) back in the late 40s  and 50s and have spent many an hour in the 
station/signal cabin where my father worked as a Station Master.  Most smaller stations had the signal cabin in 
the front of the station building with all the bells and levers.  The last station where I lived before going out into 
the big wide world on my own even operated as the local Post Office.  So hey, my father was also the local Post 
Master – big deal! 
 
I recall my father mentioning, from time to time, that the local “Supe” (Superintendent) would be paying a visit 
to his station for an inspection.  The “Supe” was the ‘head honcho’ from Durban that went up and down the line 
doing inspections.  They never actually did any work but contented themselves with looking for trouble and 
generally being a nuisance and wasting the SM’s time. 
 
Anyway, that was then.  Here at EMRIG we also have a few “Supes”.  They generally rock up during the 
weekend (thinking they’re ‘pulling’ overtime or something) do nothing except give advice and clutter the Main 
lines and then ‘bugger’ off when there is work to be done.  But what the heck, as long as they pay their ‘subs’ 
and enjoy themselves that’s OK. 
 
Oh well, nothing much has changed since the good old days of the SAR & H. 
 
 
Finances, 
I have not updated our cash book recently but I can assure you that we are not bust, and most of you 
have paid subs now, thank you. 
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Membership list 
 
Attached is the latest list, up to date when issued.  
 

 
Happy Modelling, 
Colin TT  082 8280665 / cttremaine@mweb.co.za  
 
Accompanying this newsletter is 
 
Membership list 
Electrical Solutions for Model Railways, control of point motors and route selection. 
 

 
 
Another visitor, what class is this one?  Believe it or not it is DCC !, but alas, no sound, yet. 
 
 
 

 
 
We do not often see one Duchess on the layout, but THREE?  Which ones are they and who do they 
belong to?? 
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